Massage from the manager
Our marugayatsu,a kominka[traditional-style wooden house]
built in the end of the edo period is one of the very few of
its kind that still remains intact in japan. To preserve and sustain
Japanese culture, we have renew and opened Marugayatsu as
a family accommodation with a motto,
“Sustain througt staying,playing,and learning”
Otaki,Chiba prefecture,where Marugayatsu stands is a Japanese
countrysaide rich with culture and history, where the nature and
the people coexist in harmony. The seasons, the food, the night
sky full of stars, and most importantly, the local people of Otaki
will deﬁnitely bring back your long forgotten sense of country life.

Enjoy the good old Japanese countryside and make Otaki
your second home.
We look forward to seeing your soon.

Facilities

KAYA

For 6 guest[Maximum15]

KURA

For 2 guest[Maximum4]

Price（per nigth）※Tax separate
KAYA

KURA

Reguler rate

JPY 70,000

JPY 29,000

Weekday discount rate

JPY 60,000

JPY 25,000

JPY 80,000

JPY 35,000

JPY 100,000

JPY 40,000

JPY 10,000

JPY 3,000

Monday~thursday

Summer holiday
7/15~8/30

Holiday rate

goldenweek 4/29~5/7
Obon holiday 8/11~8/19
New Years holiday 12/29~1/3

Consecutive stay discount
From the 3rd nigth

discount per night

discount per night

-In both accomodation,there will be an extra charge for an addition of 1person exceeding the standard
capacity as follows.
Adults JPY 10,000（Tax separate）/3~12 JPY5,000（Tax separate）/Below 3 free
-For KAYA ,futon bedding（japanese-style mattresses）will be provided for guests to be used in the tatami
rooms if the number of the guests exceeds the standard capacity of 6 people.
-There are only 2 beds in Kura,so sofa beds or futon will be provided for the guests if the number of the guests
exceeds the standard capacity of 2 people.
-During a consective stay,generally the bed sheets will not be changed. However, if you would like to have
the sheets changed , it can be done for JPY 2,000（tax separate）.
-Weekday discount do not apply to days which are 1day before a public holiday.
-Check in time 15:00-Check out time -10:00
*Early check in is available for free if there are no reservation made on that day.

Activities

Yogaclass in the nature

Calming ZEN meditation

Cooking rice in a traditional
wood-burning stove

Seeing asky full of stars through
through a telescope

Farming taught by local farmers

Grandmaʼ s kitchen

*Reservations are required in advance. Please contact us for more details.

Access

〒298-0202 Chiba Prefecture Isumi district Otaki town Shimootaki 1530
By car
*Accessing via Tokyo Bay Aqua Line is convenient
- 1hour and 30 minutes by bus from Shinagawa Station
- 16Km（20 minutes）From Ichihara Tsurumai Interchange on Ken-O Expressway
- 27Km（35 minutes）From Kisarazu-kita interchange on ken-O expressway
- 1hour and 15minutes by car from Narita airport
By train
- Access Goi station from Chiba Station via Sobu Line
- Access Kazusa-Nakano station from Goi station via Kominato railway
- Access Otaki station from Kazusa-Nakano station via Isumi railway
- 10 minutes from Otaki station by car
*We provide pick up/drop oﬀ service from Otaki station.

contact *english & japanese only

mail:info@hitokomi.jp

Dining in MARUGAYATU
Grandmaʼ s kitchen

The concept of this dining plan is to give the guests a sense of being
invited over to Grandmaʼ s house for family dining. All meals are
prepared by a local elder,who we call as “Grandma” ,with the ﬁnest
locally produced ingredients. We kindly ask all the guests to help
Grandma serve dishes to enjoy the authenic family dining experience
- Meal plan
-Breakfast and dinner

JPY 6,000（tax separate）per person

-Dinner only

JPY 5,000（tax separate）per person

*We take reservations of “Grandmaʼ s kitchen” dining plan until 1 week before your stay.
*Depending on Grandmaʼ s schedule,we may not be able to take reservations.We apologiza
in advance for the inconvenience this may cause.

